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most of all tolerance.
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best friend by my side these past 3 years: All the boxes and bags in the house, the pile organizing (a.k.a., me, the human
tornado), the shoe-throwing tantrums (I’m still not proud of that one), the absolute meltdowns when I was doubting
myself, your willingness to hammer for me when my wrist blew out (I’ll never forget that one and only time I’ll ever see
you wearing leathers), that other wrist surgery where you took care of me, taking over EVERY household duty, having date
nights…without a date, letting me take over your “office” and morning-routine table when I decided to work on something
from home, being by my side when we found out Apollo had cancer, and for just always being there – whether it was a
shoulder to cry on, or with open arms in happiness. I love you so much and I am so grateful to have you in my life.
For my sister, who helped teach me the art of physicality growing up during our many childhood fights. I still remember
the day you were finally able to fight back and it actually hurt. I hated that day.
For my mom and dad, who raised me to believe that women can do anything that men can, and who continue to believe in
me. “Be true to yourself,” my mom’s favorite reminder.
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Abstract
Drawing is a unique human invention that reveals an individual’s thoughts, knowledge, and expression of “being;” it is the
manifestation of human activity and energy; it represents thought (relating to the mind) and physicality (as executed by
the hand and the body) through the manipulation of materials (the world around me).
Process is the embodiment of human passion, energy, expression, conceptualization from idea to form, and the connection
of hand and mind. It is a succession of verbs realized in the practice of making. I joke that every piece of work I’ve made
“has my blood, sweat, and tears in it,” but there is truth in jest. That which drives my work is the combination of the body
reacting to pain and damage, over-exertion of physical labor, and physical expression of human emotion.
When these elements are given physical expression in form, one can envision and feel the creation his or herself through
embodied cognition, or knowledge. By deliberately leaving traces of a “drawing’s” process, I allow the viewer to imagine
how it was made. My work’s representation and expression of embodied cognition allows a viewer to recall their own
personal experience and bodily memory of physicality.
The two distilled subjects of my investigations – and as related to my practice – focus on “Drawing” and “The Verb” (Verb
being a sum of process, gesture, and thought) and the language created when they are combined. It’s a language shared
by both the maker and the viewer as understood through embodied cognition. This experience of language is both the
petrification of a moment as well as an open-ended translation.
This book articulates my creative practice, process, and associative way of thinking. It is the result of self-reflection,
accumulative research, struggle, and a developed self-understanding of how I work and, really, who I am as an artist.
Keywords:
contemporary drawing, drawing, gesture, creative process, creative practice, artistic process, artistic practice, associative
thinking, embodied cognition, language, mark-making, the verb, linguistics, philosophy, object-making, furniture design,
the hand, embodied energy, body, physicality
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Preface
McKenzie Gibson,
Accept that you are the ocean, likely connected to all the other oceans and through atmospheric evaporation probably also
connected the atmosphere and outer space. Find resolve in that it is a functioning system guided by know and unknown
phenomena and so are you.
…Make a specific work date with the objectives of a particular project. Keep them specific, be totally available for that
purpose, respond, complete that phase then step out of it and bob in the ocean for a bit.
…you successfully managed to be present and let the materials (everything is a material) inform and guide your thinking.
You let your ambitions get redirected by your ability to see a better direction through your making vs. overthinking. This
was huge and was exhilarating to witness. Since you are not likely to stop being the known and unknown universe, use this
experience as the foundation to always work from. Make it happen so it’s a reality you can experience and react to, then
respond by making another physical response…do this continually and it all will become possible.
...
										- Lane Myer
2
										 Final Evaluation, Fall Semester 2015
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So what kind of work do you
make?
Or in other words how would
you classify your work?
My work is artistic, theoretical, scientific, alchemical, performative, investigative,
experimental, inventive, critical, mathematical, philosophical, self referential, political,
hoarder, babel, nonsense, exploratory, creative, architecture, engineering, fine Art,
fingerpainting, comedic, humorous, serious, playful, childlike, intellectual, and repetitive,
original, clean, dirty, refined, haphazard, recognizable, not unrecognizable, pure shit,
reflective, emotional, physical, masculine, feminine, labor-intensive, interesting, boring,
subtle, loud, aggressive, stubborn, ridiculous, dead, alive, conceptual, new age, traditional,
futuristic, meandering, fixated, stationary, kinetic, energetic, sluggish, poetic, unreadable,
illegible, legible, approachable, unapproachable, rambling, precise, intuitive, planned,
layered, reactionary, discovery, ingenuity, prescriptive, emphasized randomness, intuitively
aimless, mastering chaos, pleasure of distorting repetition
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Introduction
Drawing as Writing: Practice as Theory
Drawing is a direct connection between “me” and “the
universe”; it is the idea that by recording something
through drawing, I am both impressing and being
impressed upon—that a part of me permeates the drawing,
yet I walk away changed as well.
3

In Drawing Now, TRACEY defines drawing as making a
4
mark . Drawing is a unique human invention and activity
that fully embodies thought and knowledge—conscious
and unconscious, learned and innate—the idea of “being”,
and the relationship of the hand, mind and body. Drawing
is manifestation of human activity and energy. In other
words, the act of drawing physically manifests both thought
(relating to the mind) and physicality (as executed by the
hand and the body) through the manipulation of materials
(the world around me).
The process (of making), and its superlative importance
in my creative practice, follows suit from my study of
contemporary drawing. Process is the embodiment of
human passion, energy, expression, conceptualization
from idea to form, and the connection of hand and mind.
I jokingly say that every piece of work I’ve made “has
my blood, sweat, and tears in it,” but I’m actually being
serious and literal. Blood. Sweat. Tears. Properties
of the body reacting to pain and damage, over-exertion
and physical labour, and physical expression of human

emotion—these are the things that drive me in my
work. When these properties are then given physical
expression in form, one can envision and feel the process
themselves through embodied cognition, or knowledge.
By purposefully leaving traces, or residues, of an object’s
process, I want the viewer to be able to imagine how it was
made; I want them to be able to feel and hear the weight
of hammer hitting metal over and over again. My work’s
representation and expression of embodied cognition
allows a viewer to recall their own personal experience
and bodily memory of physicality, conjuring a succession
of verbs that resulted in my own blood, sweat, and tears.
The two distilled subjects of my investigations—and as
related to my practice—focus on “Drawing” and “The
Verb” and the language created when they are combined.
It’s a language shared by both the maker and the viewer as
understood through embodied cognition, or knowledge.
This formation of language is shared between the Self and
the World and vice versa.
As I am impressing upon a drawing my own identity and
understanding of the World, I am being impressed upon.
The same is true in making for both the maker and the way
the object is understood by its viewers through their own
sense of Self and the World. This experience of language
is both the petrification of a moment, as well as an openended translation.
19
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Note to Reader

Whereas this book appears to be a finished product, it is, in fact, a representation of process. Therefore, meaning is obfuscated
intentionally as part and parcel of the whole. Text has been written via voice memo and has been left unedited, marked, gestured
over, and is meant to be read as process in action.
Be it resolved: whereas this object appears to be a book,
and, whereas, this object contains pages like a book,
and, whereas, this object may have the physical weight of a book,
and, whereas, this object has text like a book,
and, whereas, this object has images like a book,
IT SHOULD NOT BE READ AS A BOOK;
IT IS MEANT TO BE ENGAGED WITH, EXPERIENCED, IMPRESSED UPON, AND GESTURED WITH
AS A PIECE OF ART  
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Accumulate
filter (v.)
an unfortunate, necessary evil;
COMPARE TO detest, heresy, “temper-tantrum”,
boredom, misery, external force, argumentative,
avoidance, prescribed acceptance, resistance, tears,
agony, nails to a chalkboard, procrastination,
over-thinking, analysis paralysis, discouragement,
indecision, perfectionism, resentment, stubbornness,
mindful disregard, panic, vomiting, sucker of all
life force, destroyer of all that is creative, dick, the
biggest insult of all insults,

CONTRAST TO allowing the Process to dictate what
the next step is; every Artifact created during the
Process is of importance as an object and piece in its
own right.
AKA. the bane of my existence.
ALSO SEE accumulation

Accumulate
(ing)
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ar•ti•fact
also ar•te•fact (är’tə-făkt′) n. 1. An object produced or shaped by human craft, especially a tool, weapon, or ornament of
archaeological or historical interest. 2. Something viewed as a product of a human conception or agency rather than an
inherent element: “Morality is an artifact of human culture, devised to help us negotiate social relations” (Michael Pollan). 3. A
phenomenon or feature not originally present or expected and caused by an interfering external agent, action, or process,
as an unwanted feature in a microscopic specimen after fixation, in a digitally reproduced image, or in a digital audio
recording. 4. An inaccurate observation, effect, or result, especially one resulting from the a technology used in scientific investigation or from experimental error: The apparent pattern in the data was an artifact of the collection method. [Latin
arte, ablative of ars, art; see ART1 + factum, something made (< neuter past participle of facere, to make; see dhē- in App. I).]
—ar′ti·fac′tu•al (-făk′chŏŏ-el) adj.
7
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ac•cu•mu•late (ə-kyōōm′yə-lāt′) v. -lat•ed, -lat•ing, -lates —tr. 1. To gather or cause to increase;
amass: We accumulated enough wood for a fire. Nearly all bank accounts accumulate interest. 2. To be the site
for (a gradually increasing mass), especially as a result of disuse or neglect: Those old books are accumulating dust. —intr. To mount or pile up; increase: Snow is accumulating on the roads. See Synonyms
at gather. [Latin accumulāre, accumulāt- : ad-, ad- + cumulāre, to pile up (< cumulus, heap; see keuə- in
App. I).] —ac•cu′mu•la•ble (-lə-bəl) adj.
9
ac•cu•mu•la•tion (ə-kyōōm′yə-lā′shən) n. 1. The act of gathering or amassing, as into a heap or pile:
“Little things grew by continual accumulation” (Samuel Johnson). 2. The process of growing into a large
amount or heap: the steady accumulation of knowledge. 3. An amount that has accumulated or been accumulated: an accumulation of debt.
10
ac•cu•mu•la•tive (ə-kyōōm′yə-lā′tĭv, -lə-tĭv) adj. 1. Characterized by or showing the effects of accumulation; cumulative. 2. Tending to a accumulate. —ac·cu′mu·la·tive·ly adv.
11
ac•cu•mu•la•tor (ə-kyōōm′yə-lā′tər) n. 1. One that accumulates: an accumulator of old magazines. 2.
A register or electric circuit in a calculator or computer, in which the results of arithmetical and logical
a operations are formed. 3. Chiefly British An automobile storage battery.
8
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ACCUMULATE.12 See ABSORB; ACQUIRE; COLLECT; GAIN; GATHER; HEAP.
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ABSORB,13 SWALLOW UP, INGULF, ENGROSS, IMBIBE. Absorb, French absorber, Latin absorbeo, is

compounded of ab and sorbeo, to sup up, in distinction from swallow up—the former denoting a gradual
consumption; the latter, a sudden envelopment of the whole object. The excessive heat of the sun
absorbs all the nutritious fluids of bodies, animal and vegetable. The gaming table is a vortex in which
the principle of every man is swallowed up with his estate. Ingulf, compounded of in and gulf, signifies
to be enclosed in a great gulf, which is a strong figurative representation for being swallowed up. As it
applies to grand and sublime objects, it is used only in the higher style.
Engross, which is compounded of the French words en gros, whole, signifies to purchase wholesale,
so as to swallow up the profits of others. In the moral application therefore it is very analogous to absorb. The mind is absorbed in the contemplation of any subject when all its powers are so bent upon it
as not to admit distraction. The mind is engrossed by any subject when the thoughts of it force themselves upon its contemplation to the exclusion of others which should engage the attention.
Absorb conveys the idea not only of taking from something, but also of taking to itself; engross conveys the idea of taking to itself, to the exclusion of others; a certain subject absorbs the faculties, and,
metaphorically, the roots of plants absorb moisture; a person engrosses the conversation so that others
cannot take part in it.
Absorb, and imbibe, from in and bibo, to drink, both imply the taking in by a gradual process; but
the former includes the idea of being taken in so as to be lost, the latter that of being taken in so as to
form a part of that by which it is received. So in the improper application, an idea absorbs the mind,
and the mind imbibes the idea.
See also MONOPOLIZE.
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ACQUIRE ,14 OBTAIN, GAIN, WIN, EARN. Acquire, Old French acquérir, Latin acquiro, is compounded of

ad, to, and quœrere, to seek, signifying to seek or get for one’s self. Obtain, in French obtenir, Latin obtineo, is compounded of ob, near, and tenere, to hold, signifying to lay hold or secure within one’s reach. Gain
comes from French gagne, from a Teutonic root signifying a pasture, hence something to be desired among
shepherd-people, hence success, profit. Win comes from Anglo-Saxon winnan, to fight or struggle, hence to
succeed in a struggle. Earn comes from Anglo-Saxon earnian, allied to German ernte, a harvest.
The idea of getting is common to these terms, but the circumstances of the action vary. We acquire by our
own efforts; we obtain by the efforts of others as well as ourselves; we gain or win by striving; we earn by .labor. Talents and industry are requisite for acquiring; what we acquire comes gradually to us in consequence
of the regular exercise of our abilities; in this manner, knowledge, honor, and reputation are acquired.
Things are obtained by all means, honest or dishonest; whatever comes into our possession agreeable to our
wishes is obtained; favors and requests are always obtained. Fortune assists in both gaining and winning;
but particularly in the latter case; a subsistence, a superiority, a victory, or battle, is gained; a game or a prize
in the lottery is won. A good constitution and full employment are all that is necessary for earning a livelihood.
Fortunes are acquired after a course of years; they are obtained by inheritance, or gained in trade.
Acquirements are always serviceable; attainments always cred-itable.
Acquirement, Acquisition.— Two abstract nouns, from the same verb, denoting the thing acquired. Acquirement implies the thing acquired for and by ourselves; acquisition, that whi h is ac uired for the benefit of on’s
self or another. People
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COLLECT.

15

See ASSEMBLE; GARNER.

COLLECTED.

16

COLLECTION.

17

See CALM.
See ASSEMBLY.
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ASSEMBLE , MUSTER, COLLECT. Assemble is derived through French from Low
Latin assimulare, from ad, to, and simul,
together, from a root which also appears
in similar, same, etc. Muster comes from
Latin monstrari, to show, and means specifically a review of troops. Collect is derived
from Latin con, together, and legere, to
gather, from the root which also appears in
college, colleague, etc.
Assemble is said of persons only; muster
and collect of persons or things. To assemble is to bring together by call or invitation; to muster is to bring together by an
act of authority, or a particular effort, into
one point of view at one time and from one
quarter; to collect is to bring together at
different times and from different quarters:
the parliament is assembled; soldiers are
mustered every day in order to ascertain
their numbers: an army is collected in
preparation for war: a king assembles his
council in order to consult with them on
public measures; a general musters his
forces before he undertakes an expedition,
and collects more troops if he finds himself
too weak.
Collect is used for everything which can
be brought together in numbers; muster is
used figuratively for bringing together, for
an immediate purpose, whatever is in one’s
possession: books, coins, curiosities, and
18

the like are collected; a person’s resources,
his strength, courage, resolution, etc., are
mustered; some persons have a pleasure in
collecting all the pieces of antiquity which
fall in their way; on a trying occasion it
is necessary to muster all the fortitude of
which we are master.
Assemble, Convene, Convoke. —Assemble (see above). Convene, in Latin convenio, signifies to come or bring together.
Convoke, in Latin convoco, signifies to call
together.
The idea of collecting many persons into
one place, for a specific purpose, is common to all these terms. Assemble conveys
this sense without any addition; convene
and convoke include likewise some collateral idea: people are assembled, therefore,
whenever they are convened or convoked,
but not vice versa. Assembling is mostly by
the wish of one; convening by that of several: a crowd is assembled by an individual
in the streets; a meeting is convened at
the desire of a certain number of persons:
people are assembled either on public or
private business; they are always convened
on a public occasion. A king assembles his
parliament; a particular individual assembles his friends; the inhabitants of a district
are convened. There is nothing imperative
on the part of those that assemble or convene, and nothing binding on those assem-

bled or convened; one assembles or convenes by invitation or request; one attends
to the notice or not, at pleasure. Convoke,
on the other hand, is an act of authority: it
is the call of one who has the authority to
give the call; it is heeded by those who feel
themselves bound to attend.
Assembly, Assemblage, Group, Collection. —Assembly, assemblage, are collective terms derived from the verb assemble.
Group comes through French from Italian
groppo, which among painters signifies an
assemblage of figures in one place. Collection expresses the act of collecting, or the
body collected.
Assembly respects persons only; assemblage, things only; group and collection,
persons or things: an assembly is any
number either brought together or coming
together of themselves; an assemblage is
any number of things standing together;
a group is come together by accident or
put together by design; a collection is
mostly put or brought together by design.
A general alarm will cause an assembly to
disperse; an agreeable assemblage of rural
objects, whether in nature or in representation, constitutes a landscape: a painting
will sometimes consist only of a group of
figures; but if they be well chosen it will
sometimes produce a wonderful effect: a
collection of evil-minded persons ought to
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be immediately dispersed by the authority of the magistrate. In a large assembly
you may sometimes observe a singular
assemblage of characters, countenances,
and figures: when people come together
in great numbers on any occasion, they will
often form themselves into distinct groups;
the collection of scarce books and curious
editions has become a passion, which is
ridiculed under the title of Bibliomania.
Assembly, Company, Meeting, Congregation, Parliament, Diet, Congress,
Convention, Synod, Convocation, Council.
—An assembly (see ASSEMBLY) is simply
the assembling together of any number of
persons: this idea is common to all the rest
of these terms, which differ in the object,
mode, and other collateral circumstances
of the action. Company, a body linked
together (see ACCOMPANY), is an assembly
for purposes of amusement. Meeting, a
body met together, is an assembly for general purposes of business. Congregtion, a
body flocked or gathered together, from the
Latin grex, a flock, is an assembly brought
together from congeniality of sentiment
and community of purpose. Parliament is
derived through French parler, and a suffix
from Latin parabola, Greek παραβλή, a
speech in which two things are compared.
(Compare parable.) Diet, from Greek
διαιτα, a mode of life, has the same etymol-

ogy as the word diet applied to the mode
of life in respect to food. The peculiar
sense in which it is here used is due to a
confusion of it in the popular mind with the
Latin dies, day, especially a day set apart for
public business; and so it came to mean an
assembly which conducted public business. Congress, from the Latin congredior,
to march in a body, is an assembly coming
together in a formal manner from distant
parts for special purposes. Convention,
from the Latin convenio, come together, is
an assembly coming together in an informal
and promiscuous manner from a neighboring quarter. Synod, in Greek σύνοδος,
compounded of σύν and οδος, signifies
literally going the same road, and has been
employed to signify an assembly for consultation on matters of religion. Convocation
is an assembly convoked for an especial
purpose. Council is an assembly for consultation either on Civil or on ecclesiastical
affairs.
An assembly is in its restricted sense,
public, and under certain regulations; a
company is private, and confined to friends
and acquaintances; a meeting is either
public or private; a congregation is always
public. Meetings are held by all who have
any common concern to arrange; congregations consist of those who pursue
the same objects particularly in matters of

religion, although extended in its application to other matters: all these different
kinds of assemblies are formed by individuals in their private capacity; the other terms
designate assemblies that come together for
national purposes, with the exception of the
word convention, which may be either domestic or political. A parliament and diet
are popular assemblies under a monarchical
form of government; congress and convention are assemblies under a republican
government: of the first description is the
parliament of England, the diets of Prussia and Finland assembled by the reigning
prince to deliberate on the affairs of the
nation. Of the latter description is the
congress of the United States of America
and the national convention of France; but
there is this difference observable between
a congress and a convention, that the former consists of deputies or delegates from
higher authorities—that is, from independent governments already established; but
a convention is a self-constituted assembly,
which has no power but what it assumes
to itself. A synod and convocation are in
religious matters what a diet and convention
are in civil matters: the former exists only
under an episcopal form of government;
the latter may exist under any form of
church discipline, even where the authority lies in the whole body of the ministry.

A council is more important than all other
species of assembly; it consists of persons
invested with the highest authority, who, in
their consultations, do not so much transact
ordinary concerns as arrange the forms and
fashions of things. Religious councils used
to determine matters of faith and discipline;
political councils frame laws and determine
the fate of empires.
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GARNER, DEPOSIT, HOARD. Garner comes from Latin granaria, a place in which the grain (gra19

num) is gathered. Deposit is derived from depositus, the past participle of Latin deponere, to lay down.
Hoard comes from Anglo-Saxon hord, from a root signifying to hide. These words have in common
the general idea of gathering and stowing away, but they differ widely in their application. In one sense
garner is synonymous with gather, which see. It signified originally to gather and put away the grain,
and is used figuratively always with a distinct and poetic reminiscence of its original meaning. Deposit
emphasizes not the gathering, but the putting away; it is given a special application nowadays in business. A deposit of money is a sum of money paid down against a debt that may be incurred, or simply
the putting away of money in a bank. Hoard adds to the idea of gathering and stowing away the special
suggestion of hiding secretly. A miser hoards his money; selfish people, in time of war, hoard foodstuffs, etc.
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What is alchemy to you?
Alchemy is really just fucking around with materials
and see what happens. I like to try to get materials
to do things that they don’t normally do. Usually it’s
trying to make a non-inherently structural material
into something structural. My inner alchemist also
comes out in my attempt to combine two, considered
incompatible, materials. And it usually involves
some sort of mad scientist lab where I am melting
and heating things, as well as pouring and dripping
things. It also involves, well usually, some sort of
large pot that I am constantly mixing and heating
things in on a hot plate. Similar to a witch and her
cauldron. The first time I really identified with the
idea of alchemy was when I was making salt and
sugar crystals. It was also the first purchase of a hot
plate and numerous kitchen utensils to use in the
making of something.then there was my obsession
with silicone and pigments, Plaster, Wood, and
glass. The sugar and salt crystals experimentation
came up because of my allergies, developed
allergies, of using resin. And I was looking for some
alternative. I was also interested in lights, reflection,
and translucency at that time in Crystal just came
up as a possible material to play with. (And sugar
and salt Crystal making was easily assessable).
I was in pouring this Crystal mixture into wood
and plywood mold coded in silicone used as a mold
release. The silicone was also a really cool material

to play around with though in and of itself. Especially when
you mix it with metallic, shimmery, or glittery pigment. The
silicone and pigment mixtures was really creating some sort
was really creating some interesting translucency for me
when I would shove it into the cracks of something of wood
or metal or melted acrylic.
I decided to try my hand at acrylic forming after choosing
the word amanuensis from my list of collected words as
as an inspiration for creating an object. The definition
of this word as a scribe gave me the idea of some sort of
squirrel, and I was wondering how I could make a paper
scroll structural. This is how I came to the idea of trying the
process of acrylic forming. This process involves heating
a sheet of acrylic in the pizza oven in order to allow for to
make the acrylic pliable enough to form over some sort
of mold. As steel molds are the easiest to make for me I
decided to try putting the steel mold as well as the acrylic
sheet in the pizza oven at the same time. I was also playing
around with the different temperatures on the oven with the
intention of just getting the acrylic to flop on my metal mold,
I overheated the acrylic to a point where it fully melted,
became Michaeltin, and started making these really cool
bubbles. I initially deducted that the bubbles were because of
air trapped in between the acrylic in the steel wool, so then I
decided to try some other types of metals as my malls. This
was because of my knowledge of the heating and cooling
rates are different types of metal and I wanted to see if this
retention and dissipation of he would do anything different
to the acrylic. So this is when I started recording every detail
of every experiment I was doing like a scientist recording
data. Every difference in temperature, type of metal use for
the mold, as well as even preheating or not reheating the
mold before applying the acrylic all affected the types of
bubbles I was getting in the pizza oven.I started to become
restricted by the limited size of the oven and decided to move
on to a professional heat gun, a propane torch, and even a
plastic sheet shrinker gun.

ALCHEMY (izing)
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Is alchemy a science?
I think alchemy is a science of sorts
but it also includes intuition and
experimentation. This is why I really
like using the word alchemy to
describe my own practice. It really
is a mixture of the technical as well
as the intuitive. It’s still a form of
of data collection and a dozen balls
research and scientific theory as well
as likes chemistry and knowledge
about different materials like metal
petals and the way that they work
with each other. But for me alchemy
is continuously following the next
step something new to try that’s
not necessarily rational or logical
from a scientist standpoint. But
from an artist standpoint it’s more
about associative ways of thinking
and making connections that aren’t
necessarily linear , Linear like most
people that practice the common
sciences and therefore experiment.
So this associate way of thinking
for me and making nonlinear

association’s or connections is really
getting to the root of why intuition what
intuition is. I think it’s using out of the
ordinary tools and processes that seem to
make sense for the next step and for doing
something that doesn’t have a common
practice or a known way of doing it. More
of a prescribed way of doing it I guess.
The formula is a formula is a formula is
a formula. And if you do not follow the
said known and commonplace formula
then you must be doing something wrong
because this formula has been it is the
tried and true way to do something. That’s
what I think of just pure science is. When
you follow prescribed for me lies you know
exactly what you’re going to get you know
what your end result will be. To push it
further though it is trying things that
are out of the ordinary. Using tools and
processes as well as the different materials
are chemicals are metals in different
ways and that are not common place I
don’t necessarily belong in the “science
lab”. For example I use a lot of kitchen
utensils in my metalwork casting. That’s
not something you were typically see in a
science lab.
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I would consider alchemy a science, and that it does
have commonalities. What are the biggest ones is
the data collection and reporting. It is obsessive
recording of data I made during experiment
Tatian. Also comment to the general sciences is that
there is a huge technical. There is a large amount of
background technical knowledge that is required or
useful during the experiment Tatian processes.

I really relate to alchemy because
I think like my practice, it also has
serendipitous moments. The discovery of
“class” I’m sure was a happy mistake. It
wasn’t necessarily what that alchemist
was going for most likely, and the
end result was not exactly what the
The end result was not achieved, but
through the serendipitous moment a
completely new on the idealized results
happened. Alchemy I think is the
enjoyment of discovery and persistence
and endurance. It’s a constant quest for
the unachievable earliest what others
perceive is not achievable. Are you at
unrealistic. It’s doing things harder way
than what is already known to work
for a certain process and it’s more of an
individual or individualistic practice.
I think alchemy really is a reflection
of “self” and that it is in individualistic
endeavor. It’s almost a four month
meditational practice. I think alchemy
to the end results are not just one thing
there’s also inventions of different types
of tools and investigative thinking along
the way to a proposed or wanted result.
Ants in alkanet alchemic alchemy plans
for intuition to play apart. It’s about
mixing materials and processes togetherwithout an end result always in mindand then just seeing what happens.
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al•che•mist 24
(dna-mist) n. A practitioner of alchemy. alfche• misltic, alfche•mistti•cal adj. r al•che•mize (Al ic f.a-mizf) tr.v. -mized, -miz•ing, -mizies
To trans-form by or as if by alchemy. al•che•my (aPk3-me) n. 1. A medieval chemical philosophy having as its asserted aims the transmutation
of base metals into gold, the discovery of the panacea, and the preparation of the elixir of longevity. 2. A seem-ingly magical power or process of
transmuting: “He wondered by what al-chemy it was changed, so that what sickened him one hour, maddened him with hunger the next” (Marjorie K. Rawlings). [Middle English alkamie < Old French alquemie < Medieval Latin alchymia < Arabic al-kimiya’ : al-, the + kimiyd, chemistry
(< Late Greek khemeia, probably alteration of khurneia < Greek khein, khu-, to pour; see gheu- in App. I (influenced, owing to the reputation of
Egyptian alchemists, by Greek Khernia, Egypt < Egyptian kmt, Egypt < feminine of km, black, in reference to the black soil of the Nile valley)).]
—alicheml•cal (a1-kemli-ka1), al•chemfic adj. ---alschernfi•cal•ly adv. Aleci•bi•aides Cal’sa-bila-dee) 450?-404 BC. Athenian politician and ,
1 ____A A..4,-. ff thp Ppinminne-
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Documentation 25
he organized collection of recordsthat describe the structure supply and a collection ot peripherals that are opicallv connected to operation. maintenance, and dta requirements for a compu, desktop computers 2. A plug in device with built in speakers to which operating system. or hardware device. --doc’u-men-(a)6,,!PiON a portable media player can he attached. allowing audio files to be played
doc.u•sate (dOleya-sat’) n A surface-active agent. carusai our loud In both senses also called dock orally in the form of its sodium salt,
that decreases suit-2)-51h, dock.o•min•I•um tdolea-mince-am) n.. pl -urns 1. A dockside the intestinal tract and acts as a stool softener. 10(1)-’ a for year round living. 2. A slip in such a community [Dock’ + (coNn)o- sulfosuecinate, one of its chemical constituents :
striso- ,7”-”taiir containing eight carbon atoms torolo)- + -at) + .sate -2!’ 704 community of privately owned boats moored in slips that
are purchased scoot ci DOD abbr. Department of Defense )14411
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Where does my love and passion with fire (and using fire as a proces
I love the masculinity of fire in
the connotations that go along
with fire. It’s this idea of power.
There’s a type of pagan intensity
that comes with the idea of fire
any of you. There’s an embodied
energy, yet at the same time of
year, as well as a curiosity and
and wants to come closer and
you look deeper into the fire, that
really interest me. A campfire
for example draws people and it
draws your eye and it draws your
body. Physically warm. It then
becomes a comforting thing. But
then there’s also this dangerous
Darkside of fire. So there’s all
these mixed elements and feelings
and associations I think that
I love about fire. It’s kind of a
masculine element it’s also a
warm elements and there’s also
this dangerous in fear of fire. And
then on the other hand there is this
comforting kind of sensual side to
fire sexiness of fire. It’s a form of
like desire to burning up burning
in your heart. Fire gives life and
it takes away life. So for the fire
represents the polar opposite’s and
juxtaposition of life. It is really
caps see element of opposites.

Fire can’t be controlled easily
and when I get out of control the
really is that no stopping it. So
that’s kind of the dangerous side as
well that fire is going to do a fire
does. Fire does one thing it burns
in the heat. You can’t make it do
anything different. But you can
use it in order to manipulate other
materials. Fire is the primary
process and alchemy. So then fire
and alchemy together are kind of
the embodiment of this artistic,
technical, in scientific sort of
endeavor. It’s a part of being an
inventor and then recording data
in making charts and experiment
eating over and over and over and
over again. It really is alchemy.
Alchemy itself then is like a test of
endurance because it is laborious
and painful and so repetitive. A
lot of my work is like that. It’s just
me trying out random things and
new experiments to try and then
I record the data meticulously.
It’s the behind the scenes of an
object making that’s just for me
and it’s my my solitude. Just like
in many of my other processes
like blacksmithing, Alpine he
brings to mind a masculine field

or discipline. And I like this kind
of seminar stick reinterpretation
of. As a female artist using these
masculine base traditions are
disciplines or processes, it’s my
own kind of sending Isa. I like
that it’s not expected. Send the
nudes up. Oh my God feminism
feminism. Most of my work
is about applying masculine
discipline or I use them, and reinterpret that. My work is about
applying for translating these
masculine tradition on to either
feminine associated materials or
four. Forms. And so bringing all
of this back to Fire, I think fire
is in Canby both masculine and
feminine. It’s masculine because
of its power and dangerousness,
and yet there’s the feminine side
that is sensual and intriguing. So
fires masculine a hands feminine
qualities when they’re combined
you can feel that embodied energy
of the two sexes as one. And I think
that’s really what draws people in
and make she want to get closer
to the fire and really pier into its
depth. It’s mesmerizing. Again
about in pressing upon and being
impressed upon, I think fire is a

ss) come from?

visual and physical elements that
is in this space and time where the
boundary of self and the world
really is diluted. Everything kind of
comes together when you’re looking
at a fire your inner world your
outer world as well as the realities
of being a human being. So like a
lot of the things I talk about, fire is
like it’s own language as well. Fire
is a way that the world can kind
of speak to us. If the energy of the
world speaking to us somehow. And
while are you spider as a process,
if I try to look at it as a material,
it’s kind of like a lot of my other
materials-fire is something that can
be manipulated, or have human
intervention, but is also a natural
process of the earth, it’s a natural
phenomenon of the world. And I’ve
started to realize that my words
really has these two kind of forms
of manipulation or a process-a
combination of quotation artist
intervention” Tatian and potation
natural phenomenon quotation.
So many why I really love fires
because just by being in it, and
elements of the earth, it’s fully in
bodies in manifest what I love about
process and materials. Fire is the
embodiment of my love of making.
A raging fire.
So warm glow of a flame.
The burning of my heart.
The flame of my existence.
Fire inherently both devours say,
as well as leave traces of where

it’s been. So it goes takes away her
destroys things, but it always leave
a trace or evidence of doing such.
So artifacts are always present
afterit’s action is over. It transforms
anything it touches. It’s transform
anything that is around.
I think the fire is embedded in our
genetic code as human beings. It late
our evolution as human beings. Kind
of like the hand in our development
of the songs and grass help evolve
humanity has dominant over every
other species on the planet. Only by
learning how to control and tame
and create fire, or Homo sapiens
able to eat balls is what we are
today. I think that we know that
deep down subconsciously and we
associate all of these feelings with
fire. I don’t think it’s a coincidence
that all that fire is associated with
passion, anger passion, production,
deaf, distraction, not production
the duction. In every big cultural
importance era of history, humans
were fascinated and intrigued and
determined to try to control some
elements of nature. Fire was the
very first of this I think. Another
error that I think about when this
happened was with Louis the 14th
in France and her as well as English
garden. It all was about taming
nature and man dominance over
nature and ability to control and
manipulate some sort of natural
element. For some reason we have
this feeling that we have to control
the world in order to feel powerful,
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our son, Or rather some elements
from the earth. I think this is part
of the masculine thing too. You’ll
see emails going around having
to show off our power all the time.
That’s why females are better than
males. They constantly have to
demonstrate power physically an
extra early in the world. Not extra
early, X ternal he. Oh my God
extern only externally ex turn Ali.
We give fire humanistic qualities.
We Andrew publicize it. The flame
left. Done
The flame licked her hand. The fire
devoured the forest.
We are in chanted by fire it entices
us and it makes us curious. Playing
with fire. We were ship fire, spirit,
crave it, run from it, use it, get hurt
by it, hold it off
An open flame.
The dying embers of the
relationship.
Burning love.
The scorched earth
. And the fire ran through the town.
The fire in the sky.
The flame of eternal existence..
Period. As contagious as a forest
fire.
A new flame.
The fire in our marriage just went

out.
I could see the Fire in her eyes.
Like moths to a flame.
I he burned me. Me.
I got burned. Fire starter.
The flame of eternal love.
She can see the future in the flames
of the fire. Flaming hot. Only you
can prevent forest fires.-Smokey
the bear. I just had a fire lit up my
ass.
That just lit a fire under my ass.
In this game fire represents life.Survivor.
Burning a bridge. Fire-crotch.
Fire child. She was born from the
ashes of something.
Like a phoenix.
This money is Burning a hole in
my pocket. Fire arrows rains down
from the castle walls. A heated
argument.
A heated debates.
That guy is hot. I was left with the
taste of ashes in my mouth. The
embers of discovery.
The flames from the fire began to
die down. The fire less building to
another.
Not left, left as in at least. We let it
let it jumped over. Jack be nimble,
Jack, Jack left over the candlestick.
A plume of smoke. The burning of a
fever.
He was burning up with a fever.
Fight fire with fire. Candling a new

romance.
Handling kid legal Lee Kindle game.
Add canceling to the fire at candle to the fire. Liar,
liar, pants on fire. Carrying the torch.
The fire die.
Tony Soprano got snuffed last night.
Somebody torched the building last night.
Stoking the coals of the fire.
Stoking the flames of the fire.
I’d walk through fire for you.
I went through hell.
It’s sparked an interest.
It ignited my determination. I burn down the walls
of my past. Walking on a bed of hot coals.
Witches burned at the stake.
heretics burned at the stake. She a rose from the
ashes like the Phoenix.
He was risen from the ashes.
The flames of desire.
The test in flames.
If you play with fire, you’re bound to get burned.
Burning the candle at both ends.
Burning the midnight hours. Burning the midnight
oil.
The flames of destruction.
You’re fired.
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Choking on the ashes of hatred/ resentment.
Fanning the flames of the fire.
Man and fire in our beginnings are always talked
about together in envisioned together. Fire made
us.
Fire makes us feel caution and apprehension, while
also pulling us in to it’s mesmerizing stare. Fire
seduces us.
Using fire is a process is really interesting because
of the opposite reactions you can get.
Fire can harden, it can melt, it can burn, scorch,
consume. Using fire is a process has a very distinct
impacts on different materials. It can temper, it
can cut,. Fire has the capability to literally change
the chemical properties of another element or
material, and it’s these interactions as natural
phenomenon that are interesting to me. When fire
touches another material or is applied to another
material or interact with it, it changes it forever.
Using fire to manipulate, is to permanently alter
it. Those alterations, or transformations, can
never be undone. So with this type of permanence
in a transformation, fire has the ability to freeze
moments in time. The materials that are touched
with fire are permanently suspended in action
for a chemical reaction caused by fire. I love that
fire king and quotation mark freeze quotation
something in time.
The fact that I am a Scorpio may have something
to do with my loving up session with fire. My sign
is the most passionate of all the astrological signs
and my earth element is fire. I’m supposed to be
stubborn, over-confident, arrogant, aggressive,.
These are all qualities that are associated with fire.
ASHES are an ARTIFACT of fire. Fire represents
both a distraction of Ann’s a rebirth of something.
So is it strange that alchemy was so popular
during the renaissance.? Alchemy was trying to

FIRE (ING)
create something new out of nothing. This kind of goes along with what I talk about with somebody and energy and the mystical
qualities of fire.
Even rituals that we celebrate with fire both celebrate the creation and the ending of a life for example, burning of bodies., Blowing
out birthday candles, lighting a candle for a prayer, or lighting a candle as remembrance of an ancestor. The lighting of a burial
pyre. Burning of the city after con quest. Lighting a candle us thanks. Gathering around the earth with family and friends to
celebrate life and joy. Fire also creates sanitation, think of burning of diseased cattle or plate bodies of any kind played bodies
bodies that have the plague. Fire cleanses, And is a kind of purification write a ritual in many cultures and histories. And by
this purification of one thing the many survive to go on. Which is, heretics, the burning of individuals that hurt The many. These
burning spray sanctification of sorts.
Then there’s the game of like hot potato, which was a test of wills it was a test of endurance of spite. Using fires heat as a source of
competition. A testing of will pass the testing of wills
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What is a gesture and how does it relate to your work?
A gesture is something that demonstrates
or expresses the inexpressible. It can
not only accompany spoken language,
but it can also stand alone as a form of
communication. Like my work, gestures
give meaning that can be universally
understood, cross cultural barriers,
and the Tower of Babel-like language
barriers.
For me, gestures encompass everything
that is important to me in making. The
hand, the verb -actions by and through
the body- embodied cognition, language,
and drawing-as making a mark-as
well as expressing my own identity.
Gestures stand in as the moments
that the barrier between Self and the
World are broken down. Gestures are
demonstrating communication and
expressing communication in relation
to the body. Gestures are intuition and
intuitive moves used as an expression
of communication. I think this relates to
my work, semicolon I hope that my work
and be easily understood because of the
gestures I use in making. Your eye is able
to follow the motions that I used to make
the peace. Lines are able to be followed;
the way that the material has been
applied or the process that has moved the
material, or transforms, the material is

easily understood and recognized because
I’ve used a recognizable process and or
material. These things are universally
understood. The processes are used to
make my work are easily identifiable as
common actions. Hammering, pouring,
dripping, melting-these are all easily
recognizable processes that everyone has
gone through and experience themselves
at some point. For me this is a mixture
then of gesture and embodied cognition.
By leaving marks of my process and
making, people are easy easily able to
identify and relate their own experiences
to the object that they’re viewing. So
while my work is impressing upon it is
also been impressed upon by the different
viewpoints of the different experiences
that that particular experience or is
feeling.
My objects become gestures suspended
in time and space. The gestures of my
past, in the making process, or frozen
transformations.
Gestures are more than just physical
actions in order to express some
inexpressible vocabulary and language.
Gestures can relate metaphorical
language as well as multiple emotional

feelings that a subject or topic is trying
to convey. One word would not do that
expression justice. Gestures are able to
convey multiple feelings, definitions,
emotions, and various forms of
communication all at one time. A simple
word would not be able to do the same
thing. Gestures are able to communicate
that which is not communicable. Gestures
are not prescriptive, they follow no rules
like grammar and yet they have their
own system, or set of systems. Gestures
also reveal a sense of identity. Every
person has their own significant way
of moving and gesturing in order to get
their point across, all at the same time
over revealing parts of their personality
that they don’t necessarily think about.
For me this is again how gesture and the
hand come together and be as well as in
my work. And drawing. By using gesture
as a word to encompass all of that my
ideas like gesture, the hand, the verb,
drawing as Mark making, as well as
all of these revealing a sense of my own
identity to the world. The way that my
work is made in revealing my gestures in
its making, is just another way that my
identity is revealed to the outside world
as well as to myself.

Gesture as Identity
Gesture gives form to something in
real-time. This is when it’s used as a
supplement or as a filler for spoken
word. In my work gesture. My work then
becomes gesture frozen in time. Because
although the gestures were captured in
real time, the material and the process
that I use then becomes the suspension
mechanism, thus freezing these gestures
forever and freezing moments of my life
time and experience at the same time.
Gesture equals “the verb” + “drawing”.
Gesture as Language
Gesture as “the verb” / Action
Gesture as “drawing” / Making a Mark
Gesture as Natural Phenomenon
Gesture as Labor
Gesture as “Blood, Sweat, and Tears”
Gesture as Transformation
Gesture as Structure
Gesture as Process
Gesture as Material
Gesture as Embodied Energy
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GESTURE

		(ing)

107
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gesture

27

a. A motion of the limbs or body made
to express or help express thought or to
emphasize speech.
b. The action of making such a motion or
motions: communicated solely by gesture.
2. An act or a remark made as a formality or
as a sign of intention or attitude: sent flowers
as a gesture of sympathy.
v. ges·tured, ges·tur·ing, ges·tures
v.intr.
To make gestures.
v.tr.
To show, express, or direct by gestures:
gestured her disapproval.
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What is Powers?
Power has many different definitions to me and in my work.
How are is not just about physicality, but it’s also about the
transference of energy or energies. Both of these ways of
looking at power, is all through the use of my body, mind,
and hand. It’s also about the world and the world’s natural
resources and energy. The materials in the process as I use
to transform materials are all about using as well as going
against things of the natural world. Through processes and
in trying to make materials to things they don’t normally do,
I’m usually going against the inherent qualities or physical
properties of that specific material. I don’t know why you go
with the gray but I do you always go with the grain as well as
against the grain. This power is me trying to force something
to do something it doesn’t necessarily want to do because it
is in here and properties are quality. This is then as physical
strain on my body, as well as my mind. My mind because I’m

constantly having to invest in reconfigure my own personal
processes and work with the visible world in material
properties but in ways that I can then manipulates and
intervene in the way those materials react to things. Graph
Power for me is also a thing between 70 and masculinity.,
And their conventional associative scratch that associations.
Within society. I would definitely consider myself a feminist
and I like that the processes I use are traditionally thought
of as masculine. Or masculine discipline. Usually these

masculine disciplines are thought of as
masculine, because they require great physical
strength of the body. And don’t get me wrong
there are definitely times that I am not capable
of the physical strength that is required of me
to manipulate something, but that is where my
mind comes into play. I then have to think of
ways of making things move in a different way
than pure brute strength. I’ve invented and
invent numerous jigs for most of my projects
to help me get this straight or the physical
strength needed to make something new. I’ve
used wenches Jack’s clamps and numerous
other assistant tools.
The dangerous machines that I work on do you
make me feel powerful. The more I feel like I’m
beating up my body or putting strain on my
body, the more powerful I feel. I think of this
comes across in the work as well, and a lot of
times people are surprised that a female made
one of my pieces. I love finding this out,
[story of floatart and asking guy which piece
he thought was mine. I was all dressed
up]
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Conceivably, drawing may be the most haunting obsession the mind can experience... But is it
quite, after all, a question of mind?
Things stare us in the face. The visible world is a perpetual stimulant, constantly maintaining or
arousing the instinct to master the outline or the volume of that thing which the eye constructs.
Or the desire for a more precise image of the impression in the mind prompts us to pick up the
pencil, and at once a curious and at times violent contest begins, in which this desire, along with
chance, memory, the skill and variable proficiency of the hand, the idea and the instrument are all
engaged in an interchange whose more or less felicitous and foreseeable result consists of pencil
strokes, shadings, shapes, the appearances of places and living things...in short, the work.
It can happen that this creative design, intoxicating the draftsman, becomes a violent, self-devour
ing activity, reinforcing, precipitating, and aggravating itself, an impetuous impulse rushing upon its
own fulfillment, upon the possession of what one wants to see.
All the indeterminacy of the mind, like the whole empty space to be covered, is attacked, invaded,
possessed by a necessity that grows more and more precise and insistent.
The soul of the mind requires marvelously little stimulus to make it produce all that it envisages,
and employ all its reserve forces in order to be itself, which it clearly knows it is not until it is very
different from its ordinary condition. It does not want to submit to being what it most frequently is.
A few drops of ink, a sheet of paper as material for the accumulation and co-ordination of moments
and acts, are all that is required...
- PAUL VALÉRY, Degas Manet Marisot29
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Notes

1. Sharma, Pradeep. Personal interview. 18 November 2016.
2. Myer, Lane. “Fall Evaluation.” Received by Cristin McKenzie Gibson, 18 Feb. 2016.
3. TRACEY. Drawing Now: Between the Lines of Contemporary Art. 2007. Edited by Simon Downs et al., New York, NY, I. B. Tauris & Company,
Limited, 2011.

TRACEY is an online peer-reviewed journal, hosted by Loughborough University (School of Art and Design), which publishes and 				
disseminates material concerned with contemporary drawing research. The journal aims to stimulate open-minded and contemporary
interest in drawing activity – physically, cognitively and creatively. It represents many perspectives on drawing, including fine art,
architectural design, graphics, product design and visualization. It endeavours to question preconceptions and to encourage the potential
for drawing (vii).

4. TRACEY. Drawing Now: Between the Lines of Contemporary Art. 2007. Edited by Simon Downs et al., New York, NY, I. B. Tauris & Company,
Limited, 2011. (vii).

The name TRACEY derives from a combination of the words trace, traceur and trait (Derrida’s use of trait contains a range of meanings—
feature, line, stroke, mark). The French concept of traceur does not only mean ‘to draw’ and definitely does not mean ‘to trace’; rather, it implies a direct 		
creation and transcription of the mental plane to the material—a mark being made, a creative vector (vii).

5. “–ing.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
6. Lewitt, Sol. “Sentences on Conceptual Art.” Alt-X, Alt-X Network, www.altx.com/vizarts/conceptual.html. Accessed 9 March 2016.
7. “Artifact.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
8. “Accumulate.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
9. “Accumulation.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
10. “Accumulative.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
11. “Accumulator.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
12. “Accumulate.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
13. “Absorb.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.

14. “Acquire.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
15. “Collect.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
16. “Collected.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
17. “Collection.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
18. “Assemble.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
19. “Garner.” Crabb’s English Synonymes. Centennial ed., 1917.
20. Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Thinking Hand: Existential and Embodied Wisdom in Architecture. 2013. Chichester, Wiley, 2009 (018-019).
21. Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Thinking Hand: Existential and Embodied Wisdom in Architecture. 2013. Chichester, Wiley, 2009 (018-019).
22. Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Thinking Hand: Existential and Embodied Wisdom in Architecture. 2013. Chichester, Wiley, 2009 (018-019).
23. Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Thinking Hand: Existential and Embodied Wisdom in Architecture. 2013. Chichester, Wiley, 2009 (019).
24. “Alchemist.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 5th ed., 2011.
25. “Documentation.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.
26. “Fire.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.
27. “Gesture.” The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.
28. Foucault, Michel. “The Being of Language.” The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences. 1970. New York, Routledge, 1992
(42-46).
29. Valéry, Paul. Degas Manet Morisot. In: De Zegher, Catherine, and Avis Newman. The Stage of Drawing, Gesture and Act: Selected from the
Tate Collection. New York, Tate Publishing and The Drawing Center, 2003 (25).
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